Splitting functions retrieved from spectra of the free oscillations are sensitive to the lateral variations in P velocity (a) 
INTRODUCTION
Lateral heterogeneity in seismic velocities and density in the mantle reflects variations in temperature and, possibly, in chemical composition. Thus knowledge of the relationship among the perturbations in P velocity (a), S velocity (/3), and density (p) , in conjunction with experimental results on rock properties at mantle conditions, has the potential to discriminate between different mineralogies and different hypotheses concerning the cause of heterogeneity. Based upon laboratory experiments on the change in rock properties with temperature, Anderson et al. (1968) these values have been often adopted for the Earth's mantle (e.g., Forte & Peltier 1987; Ritzwoller, Masters & Gilbert 1988) . However, other authors have questioned the validity of these values for the lower mantle (Anderson 1987; Yeganeh-Haeri, Weidner & Ito 1989) , where temperature and pressure are simultaneously high and many material properties are still unknown. heterogeneity. Such studies generally concern limited areas for which S arrival times have been carefully reread for selected earthquakes. Souriau & Woodhouse (1985) have addressed the problem by making a worldwide comparison between the predicted S-wave delays of the upper mantle model M84C (Woodhouse & Dziewonski 1984) with P station corrections (Dziewonski & Anderson 1983) . These studies generally indicate low values (0.42-0.75) of d In a/d In f3 for the upper mantle, a result which has been ascribed to the existence of partial melting in the upper mantle (Hales & Doyle 1967) .
Regional studies of ScS-S and PcP-P differential traveltimes (e.g., Jordan & Lynn 1974; Lay 1983 ) have also suggested a low value (-0.5) of d In cx/d In f3 in the lower mantle, at least for those regions studied.
In recent years, large-scale 3-D mantle models have been developed for both ex and {3. Direct comparison of these models immediately yields estimates on the value of d In cx/d In /3. For example, Morelli & Dziewonski (1987) have developed a P velocity model V.3 for the lower mantle based on P traveltime residuals [this model is very similar to the model L02.56 of Dziewonski (1984) ]; by modelling the waveforms of SH body waves, Woodhouse & Dziewonski (1986) have constructed a model of shear velocity heterogeneity in the lower mantle (this model will be referred to as SW).
As pointed out by Dziewonski & Woodhouse (1987) , the value of d In a/d In f3 in the lower mantle determined from these two models is also low ( <0.5). This is a particularly interesting result, since partial melting is a less likely explanation for the lower mantle than for the upper mantle. Two possible explanations involving the physics of mantle minerals at lower mantle conditions have been proposed by Anderson (1987) and by Yeganeh-Haeri et al. (1989) . Owing to the imperfect, and different, resolution of these two models, however, there remains the possibility that one or both of them are underestimates or overestimates of the true heterogeneity of the lower mantle. It is also possible that the magnitude of heterogeneity is frequency dependent, and thus the results of comparing models based upon data at different frequencies could be biased by such an effect. In this study, we approach the problem by making use of the spectral splitting of the Earth's free oscillations, which is sensitive to the perturbations in a and (3 simultaneously and thus provides constraints on d In a/d In (3 from the same kind of data.
Based upon the splitting of normal modes, Giardini, Li & Woodhouse (1987 reported evidence that lateral variations in P velocity are proportional to those in S velocity in the lower mantle. In these studies the optimal value for d In a/d In (3, assumed constant in the lower mantle, was found to be approximately 0.4. This result was somewhat preliminary and potentially is open to the criticism (Ritzwoller et al. 1988 ) that a larger value could be accommodated if a suitable model of core-mantle boundary (CMB) topography were introduced. Hence the evidence for the small value of d In a/d In (3 given in Giardini et al. (1987) was not unequivocal.
It is our purpose in this paper to treat the problem more completely, and to determine confidence intervals for the derived values. We make use of the splitting coefficients (Giardini et al. 1988; Li, Giardini & Woodhouse 1991) of 17 modes which are primarily or solely sensitive to mantle ~tructure-which we term mantle modes. The selected modes may be partitioned into two categories: (1) modes whose sensitivity in the lower mantle is mainly to S velocity heterogeneity and (2) modes primarily sensitive to P velocity structure. In order to eliminate possible contamination from CMB topography, we group the CMB-sensitive modes into pairs. For each pair, a combined set of splitting coefficients is constructed by taking linear combinations of the splitting coefficients of the individual modes in such a way that the resulting coefficients have vanishing sensitivity to CMB topography. The combined splitting coefficients are then used to constrain the value of d In a/d In (3 with no contamination from · CMB structure. Since the splitting functions currently retrieved are insufficient to yield independent heterogeneous models of a and (3, from which the approach to the problem of estimating d In a/d In (3 would be very straightforward, we perform the analysis in the data (splitting coefficient) space with the help of pre-existing heterogeneous mantle models. The amplitude ratios of the observed splitting functions and the synthetic splitting functions predicted by a particular mantle model are first estimated for a-sensitive modes and (3-sensitive modes, respectively. Another important geophysical problem is that of the relationship between heterogeneity in density and in seismic velocities. The calculation of the geoid and of plate motions using 3-D mantle models (Richards & Hager 1984; Forte & Peltier 1987) 
SPLITTING FUNCTIONS AND EARTH STRUCTURE
Knowing the source parameters of earthquakes, the seismic displacement fields are solely determined by the structure and the rotation of the Earth. As a result of first-order perturbation theory, the dependence on the earth structure, for an isolated multiplet can be fully described by a function defined on the surface of a sphere, termed the splitting function of the multiplet (Woodhouse & Giardini 1985) . Giardini et al. (1988) have presented the theory and the inversion results for the splitting coefficients, cs,, of a number of long-period modes, which constitute the data for the present study.
Splitting function coefficients are related only to the spherical harmonic components of the aspherical structure of the Earth of the same degree, s, and order, t. For the mantle modes concerned in this study, we may write ., Rs(r) and H~ are differential kernels of the multiplet, and are obtainable from the spherical reference earth model [Woodhouse & Dahlen (1978) ; explicit formulae using the current notation are given by Li et al. (1991) , equations (7), (8) (9) and (36)].
PROPORTIONALITY OF a AND fJ

HETEROGENEITIES IN LOWER MANTLE
In terms of their sensitivities to the lower mantle heterogeneity, modes may be partitioned into two groups: a-sensitive modes and ,8-sensitive modes. The splitting functions of /3-sensitive modes and the P velocity model V.3 (Morelli & Dziewonski 1987 ) may be used to constrain the
In /3, and <X-sensitive modes can be used to determine the extent to which the magnitude of heterogeneity in the model V.3 is consistent with modal splitting; this will be quantified in terms of a multiplying factor by which the perturbations of V.3 need to be amplified or deamplified in order to obtain agreement with the modal results. This factor could also be interpreted as a measure of the frequency dependence of heterogeneity, since V.3 is based upon traveltime anomalies of waves having periods of approximately 1 s, whereas the modal periods are more than two orders of magnitudes greater. By estimating and making use of this factor, a correction can be made to eliminate the potential bias in estimating the value
. Parallel but independent analyses can be made by comparing the splitting data and the S velocity model (Woodhouse & Dziewonski 1986 ); the characteristic period of the data used in constructing this model is of the order 60 s.
In four experiments l(a), l(b), 2(a) and 2(b) described below we seek to estimate the values of ratios which we denote by a,,.//3M, <XM/<Xr, <XM//3 5 and f3M/f3 5 , respectively, where the symbol <X T //3M indicates the ratio of the relative perturbations in <X as constructed from the traveltime model (V.3) and in /3 as required by the modal data, /3M //3s denotes the ratio of the relative perturbations in /3 as required by the modal data and in /3 as constructed from the SH-waveform model (SW), etc. These four ratios are to be used to draw our final, 'debiased', conclusion on the value of d In <XI d In /3 in the lower mantle.
Experiment l(a): the value of aT /{JM
Modes 0S4, oSs. oS6, 0S7, 0S9, 1S5, 1S6, 1S7, 1S8, JS8, 4S4 and 5 5 3 are, in the lower mantle, principally sensitive to the heterogeneity in S velocity with some minor sensitivity to the heterogeneity in density. The differential kernels A.Jr), B,(r) and R,(r) (see equation 1) of these 12 modes for s = 2 and 4 are plotted in Fig. 1 . At the bottom of each panel in Fig. 1 we also show the sensitivity to topographic perturbations [coefficients H, in equation (1)] of the three major discontinuities-the surface, the 670 discontinuity, and the core-mantle boundary (CMB). The strong sensitivity to CMB perturbations of most of these modes is evident.
Considering the fluid outer core to be laterally homogeneous (Stevenson 1987) , we may assume that the splitting of these modes is from three sources: (1) the /3 heterogeneity in lower mantle (since both the relative perturbation in p and its associated kernels are smaller than those of /3, we neglect the contributions of p heterogeneity in the lower mantle); (2) upper mantle structure (including crustal structure); and (3) the topography of the CMB.
Since we are concerned with the relationship between perturbations in the velocities of the mantle, it is convenient to eliminate the splitting effects of CMB topography from ±4/a, where a is the radius of the Earth. In the lower panels, are plotted the sensitivies of the splitting coefficients to undulations in discontinuities (Hs), for the free surface, the 670 discontinuity, and the CMB, with the scale running from -1 to + 1. the analysis. This can be done by grouping the 12 modes into six pairs and forming six 'hybrid modes' A, B, C, D, E and F. Each hybrid mode is designed so that its sensitivity to the CMB structure of degree s = 2 vanishes. Specifically, hybrid mode A is a combination of modes 5 S 3 and 0 S 6 , weighted by factors 0.941 and 0.338 respectively, i.e., the splitting function coefficients and the differential kernels of mode A are the combinations of the corresponding splitting function coefficients and differential kernels of modes 5 S 3 and 0 S 6 , with weights 0.941 and 0.338 respectively. We can write this symbolically as A= 0. 
where r 670 and r c are the radii of the 670 discontinuity and the CMB respectively, 6(1'.;, are coefficients of (}' .
heterogeneity calculated from traveltime model V.3, and PT is an estimate of P to be found (with the subscript T standing for that the traveltime earth model is used).
In order to estimate PT from (2) and (3), we need to make use of an upper mantle model to calculate est· We explore two different strategies: (1) we take the S velocity model M84A (Woodhouse & Dziewonski 1984) If we now assume that est are independent, normal random variables with same variance, the statistical distribution of the parameter PT in (3) can be derived. The details of this derivation are given in the Appendix A. The two solid curves in Fig. 3(a) show the distributions of PT: the upper panel represents the result by using M84A for the upper mantle correction, and the lower panel is for the case in which no upper mantle correction is made. The maximum-likelihood values are 0.40 and 0.37, respectively.
Experiment l(b): correction for aM I aT
The distributions of PT obtained in Experiment l(a) could be biased due to the potential overestimate or underestimate of V.3 with respect to the modal data. This experiment is designed to give an estimate on the mutual overestimate or underestimate. In Fig. 4 we plot the differential kernels of modes 4 S 3 , 5 S 4 , 5 S 5 , 5 S 6 and 6 S 10 . In the lower mantle the contributions to the splitting coefficients of degree s = 2 of these modes are mainly from <1' heterogeneity, as indicated by their kernels. However considering that the amplitude of f3 heterogeneity could be much larger (by a factor up to 1/0.39, see Section 5) than that of (}' . heterogeneity, it is appropriate to also take the contribution of fJ heterogeneity into account. We here use the synthetic splitting coefficients predicted from the fJ heterogeneity model SW for this purpose. For the following reasons, the effect of the uncertainty in model SW is small and may be incorporated into the error terms. First model SW gives, as Experiment
2(b) indicates, almost the same amplitude of f3
heterogeneity as the modal data require. Second, since the synthetic splitting coefficients contributed from {3 heterogeneity themselves are small (the rms of them are 0.20 of the rms of the observed data) and are poorly correlated with the observed data (correlation coefficient = 0.21) and with the contribution of <X heterogeneity (correlation coefficient= -0.24), their uncertainty may be regarded as a second-order effect.
Now we attempt to constrain the factor F'(: 1 T which characterizes the potential overestimate or underestimate of V.3 with respect to the modal splitting functions. We make use of the splitting coefficients of s = 2 of modes 4 S 3 , 5 S 4 , 5 S 5 and 5 S 6 . We exclude mode 6 S 10 here since it is sensitive mostly to the top part of the lower mantle where the resolution of V.3 is relatively poor (A. M. Dziewonski, personal communication); however this mode is employed in Experiment 2(a) below. Based upon the discussion above, we may write according to (1) J.
'670 est = As(r )( F';:
where the coefficients tJa'{, are again taken from traveltime model V.3, cf, are small contributions of lower mantle fJ heterogeneity obtained from model SW, and est are the contributions from the upper mantle. As previously for PT, we make use of (5) to find the probability distributions of
F';:
1 T, which are given by the two solid curves in Fig. 3(b) . Again the upper panel shows the result obtained using M84A for the upper mantle correction and lower panel is for the case in which no upper mantle correction is made.
We may regard the distributions of PT shown in Fig. 3(a) as conditional distributions with the condition F";; B) ; the results are given by the thin solid curves in Fig. 3(c) . The estimate so determined is independent of the amplitude of the traveltime model V.3, and is constrained by the modal data under the assumption that the pattern of V.3 represents reality.
Experiment 2(a): the value of aM I fJ
5
The above analysis is based on the comparison of modal splitting coefficients with those calculated using the P velocity model V.3 of Morelli & Dziewonski (1987) . A parallel, but independent, analysis can be performed by comparing observed splitting functions with those predicted using the S velocity model SW (Woodhouse & Dziewonski 1986 ).
Denoting the f3 heterogeneity coefficients from SHwaveform model SW as 013;,, we can estimate the value of (6) where Psis an estimate of P by using SH-waveform model and other notations are the same as in (5). The estimated probability distributions of P 5 are shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 3(a) . 
where F'/1 5 characterizes the potential overestimate or underestimate of SW and <5fJ!f, are coefficients of fJ heterogeneity calculated form SH-waveform model SW. The distribution of F~1 5 derived from (7) are shown as dashed curves in Fig. 3(b) .
A 'debiased' estimate of the ratio d In a/d In f3 from the comparison between SW and splitting coefficients is
s, where P 5 is that estim~ted in Experiment 2(a). The probability distributions of Ps are given by the dashed lines in Fig. 3(c) . \18..j,\ llSf'd a'> correction 0 19 < P < 0 76 0 23 < P < 0 70 O 30 < P < 0 61 0.34 < 1' < (l .'>6 110 upper-rn<1.nt!P corrections 0 27 < P < 0 89 0.32 < P < 0.82 O 39 < P < 0 73 0.43
Estimate of d
distribution is represented by the thick solid lines in Fig.  3(c) (again the upper panel shows the result obtained using M84A for the upper mantle correction, and the lower panel is for the case in which no upper mantle correction is made). Minimum-length confidence intervals for
In {3, derived from the distributions of Fig. 3 , are given in Table 1 . Again, results are given for the two cases-with and without the upper mantle correction-and for confidence levels of 95, 90, 75 and 60 per cent.
Comparing the two results-with and without the upper mantle correction, we may conclude that the uncertainty (which is presumably smaller than the difference between the two cases) in our knowledge of upper mantle heterogeneity does not crucially influence the estimate of where est denote the contributions from the upper mantle, which may be calculated as above, and c;~1 are the contributions from the lower mantle velocity structure. The third term on the right side of (8) is the contribution from the heterogeneity in density and £ 5 , are error terms. c;~1 and bast in (8) may be evaluated by using the model V.3, together with multiplying factors determined in the preceding section; we take P = d In a/d In f3 = 0.44 [the maximum-likelihood value from the heavy solid line in the upper panel of Fig. 3(c) ]. Equation (8) provides a constraint on the parameter R = d In p Id In a:, which can be estimated by the method outlined in the Appendix A. We have calculated the probability distribution of the estimator of R, using 25 mantle modes (Giardini et al. 1988; Li et al. 1991) : 0S3, 0S4, oSs, oS6, 0S7, 0S9, 1S3, 1S4, 1Ss, 1S6, ,S,, 1Ss, 2S4, zSs, 2S6, 2Ss, 3S1, 3Sg, 4S3, 4S4, sS3, sS4, sSs, sS6 and 6Sto. The result is given by the solid line in Fig. 5 . In order to investigate the effect of the uncertainty in the value taken for P, we have repeated the experiment with the exception that we use P = 0.40 [this value is reasonable upon our information, see Fig. 3(c) ]. The result is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5 .
The breadth of the distributions shown in Fig. 5 leads us to conclude that the constraint of the current data set on the parameter R = d In p / d In <X is not strong enough to provide a useful estimate. The weaker constraint on p heterogeneity of the modal data is notable in Figs 1 and 4 . The differential kernels for p are in general much smaller than those for a: or {3, especially in the lower mantle. In addition, the kernels for p often change signs with depth, resulting in more chances for cancellations of contributions from different depths. Despite of the poor resolution of the current data set, the possibility of estimating the value of d In p/d In <X from seismic data has been demonstrated, the result being not contradictory to our previous information. The constraints on R should be improved as more high-quality, very long-period seismic data become available.
DISCUSSION
It has been shown using seismic data that the value of
In f3 in the lower mantle is in the interval (0.30, 0.61) with 75 per cent confidence. On other grounds, however, a value as low as 0.30 is implausible, since it would lead to the situation in which heterogeneity in bulk modulus (K) were negatively correlated with that in shear modulus (µ) Anderson et al. (1968) is ruled out with 96 per cent confidence.
The evidence presented here that the heterogeneity as seen by free oscillations is of similar magnitude to that determined using other data sets corresponding to waves of much shorter periods has interesting consequences for the possible lateral variations in attenuation. It is not unreasonable to assume, under the hypothesis that lateral heterogeneity is due to lateral variations in temperature, that there exists proportionality between variations in seismic velocity and in attenuation parameters. Let us suppose that (9) where bqlY represents the heterogeneity in inverse quality
]. Then because of physical dispersion (e.g., Liu, Anderson & Kanamori 1976 ) b In a is necessarily frequency dependent.
Perturbing the approximate relation (Nowick & Berry 1972) :
where w is frequency, we find
which may be regarded as a differential equation for the dependence of heterogeneity ( {J In a) upon frequency. In order to solve this equation, we may, for example, assume that y"' is independent of frequency. In this case we obtain A reasonable alternative assumption in solving (11) is that the heterogeneity Dqa is independent of frequency, since the average Q value of the Earth's mantle depends weakly upon frequency in the seismic frequency band (Knopoff 1964; Anderson 1967 1 (from PREM). This result depends upon the assumption that there is no systematic underestimate in the inversions for models V .3 or SW with respect to the modal results. As to the validation of this assumption, however, we still need more evidence. At modal frequencies, the uncertainty in the magnitude of the splitting functions is large enough to influence the discussion here. At high frequencies, the traveltime data from ISC (International Seismology Center) have been inverted for models of the lower mantle heterogeneity by using different algorithms and parametrizations (e.g., Morelli & Dziewonski 1987; Hager & Clayton 1989; Inoue et al. 1990) , and although it is not straightforward to compare models with different resolutions, the difference in the amplitudes of these models is evident. With more accurate information on the frequency dependence of heterogeneity, it will be possible to obtain more reliable constraints on the magnitude of the heterogeneity in attenuation.
It is also of interest to investigate the frequency 
where q is independent of frequency and wL and Wu are the low-frequency and high-frequency cut-offs, respectively. 
where w and w' are two different frequencies in the seismic frequency band and {J In a/ bqa < 0 has been assumed. 
Equations (15) and (16) (Anderson et al. 1968) to the cut-off frequency Wu and evaluate w' in (15) and (16) at the cut-off frequency Wu, we obtain by virtue of (15), (16), (17) Anderson (1987) and Yeganeh-Haeri et al. (1989) , are probably required to reconcile the discrepancy.
